
1. DO NOT REMOVE THE PROTECTIVE YELLOW TAPE FROM THE 
ARMS UNTIL THE REST IS MOUNTED TO THE BOW AND ALL 
ADJUSTMENTS ARE MADE. The tape is needed to easily set the 
proper clearance (about .008-.010") between your arrow and the arrow 
rest. If the tape has been removed, replace it before 
going further. If the tape has 
been discarded, 2 small pieces 
of electrical tape can be used 
instead.

2. (Figure 1) Mount the rest to
the bow. Use the 5/16" cap 
screw and smaller set screw 
shown. Mount the screw in one
of the 3 holes that works best with 
your bow. Tighten both screws.

3. (Figure 2) Adjust the rest to fit 
your arrow. Place an arrow into the 
rest and nock it on the string. Place it 
square to the string. DO NOT SET A 
NOCK POINT ON THE STRING YET!
Loosen the post screw, slide the 
vertical post up until the arrow is held 
gently between the top arms and the 
bottom support. Tighten the lock 
screw until snug. Do not over-tighten.

4. (Figure 3) Adjust the rest for 
centershot. Loosen the horizontal 
adjustment screw on the bracket. Slide 
the rest in or out until proper centershot 
is achieved. Tighten the lock screw 
until snug. Do not over-tighten.

QuikTune ® 360° CaptureRestTM

Set-up and tuning instructions
5. (Figure 4) Adjust the rest for correct 

vertical height. Loosen the vertical 
adjustment screw found at the end of 
the silver shaft. Slide the rest window 
up or down until the arrow is centered 
vertically in the mounting hole 
(Figure 5) on the side of the riser.

6. (Figure 5) Set the nock point. Adjust 
the arrow until it is square to the string.
Clamp a nock point above the top edge
of the arrow's nock. SET-UP AND 
TUNING TIP: Some brands of bows 
shoot best when the nock point is 
set 1/8" to 3/8" above square.

7. (Figures 6 & 7) Orient the nocks on 
your arrows so the "cock" 
feathers/vanes are pointed straight 
up. Shooting arrows with the 
feathers / vanes in any configuration 
other than cock-fletch up may result in 
damage to the fletching and the rest.

8. Remove the protective yellow setup 
tape. The rest is ready to shoot and 
be fine tuned. The arrow should slide 
easily through the rest without drag 
and the fletchings should avoid 
contact with the arms and post.

9. Paper tune the bow if desired for 
most accurate shooting. SET-UP 
AND TUNING TIP: A high tear 
usually indicates that the nock 
needs to be moved up. See 
our website's tuning tips section 
for the most up-to-date help at 
www.newarchery.com.
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For further tuning go to the “Instruction Troubleshooting”
Section on our website.
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The QuikTune 360° CaptureRest
holds arrows securely at any 
angle - even upside down!

Now you can load an arrow and virtually forget about it.
Our all-new QuikTune 360° CaptureRest provides unsurpassed fletching clearance

(no shredded vanes here) and accurate shooting while securing an arrow in any
position - even upside down! Works great in wet and freezing conditions too.

The QuikTune 360° CaptureRest will have you ready to shoot in no time.

COCK-VANE UP

51-243 (REV 0)

QUIKTUNE®360°CaptureRest TM

� Teflon ®-coated stainless-steel arms hold arrow 
securely and assure NO fletching contact.

� Two versions - for Carbon and Aluminum arrows.
� Set up is easy. One wrench adjusts everything! 

Teflon is a Registered Trademark of DuPont Corporation.

� Holds arrow at ANY angle!
� Won’t damage fletching! 

� Perfect for treestand use or stalking
� Fast, easy set-up and adjustment

Must be shot 
cock-vane up
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